Congratulation for Two Members of Our Editorial Board were Selected as Academicians of Chinese Academy of Sciences in 2015

Prof. Hao Fang and Prof. Gao Rui, the members of the editorial board for *Acta Geologica Sinica* (English Edition), were selected as academicians of Chinese Academy of Sciences in 2015.

**HAO Fang**

HAO Fang, male, born in 1964; received his Ph.D. from the China University of Geosciences in 1995. He is now a Professor of Geology at the China University of Geosciences at Wuhan. His research interests focus on petroleum generation, migration and accumulation in sedimentary basins.

**GAO Rui**

GAO Rui, male, born in 1950; received his Master's degree from the Changchun Geological College in 1981. He is now a Professor of Geophysics at the Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences. His research interests focus on Geophysics and deep structure study.